
Editor's Thoughts:

While the euphoria over the victory of India in the  World Cup Cricket 

2011 on home ground after a gap of 28 years is yet to die down, it is 

amazing  to note  that  a sport  can  not  only captivate the 

imagination of an entire nation, but also be a great binder, uniting 

people across all strata and classes. At GIC-Re , with patriotic fervour , 

we may state we are yet again proud to be the re- insurers to the event.

The catastrophes in Australia, New Zealand and Japan in particular 

have dampened spirits in the first quarter of the year. The earthquake 

and the resultant Tsunami in Japan have been devastating from a 

humane perspective, but the Japanese people’s impressive 

response to disaster and the rest of the world’s awe in the face of their 

stoicism , has helped to  restore the self  confidence of  a nation’s  

psyche. Perhaps the best way the insurance industry can show its 

solidarity is by prompt settlement of valid claims.  

The Indian Regulator has been initiating steps to ensure that the 

market remains vibrant, strong and responsive to consumer needs, 

the latest being revision of motor third party liability premiums to 

augment the motor pool reserves to meet claim obligations. 

Portability of health insurance policies is another step in the direction 

of being responsive to consumers’ demands and also to make the 

companies gear up to provide better services.  

The  financial year ending March-2011 saw an impressive growth rate 

of over 22% for the General Insurance industry with a record premium 

of over 46,660 crores with many companies crossing important 

milestones.  Motor and Health insurances continue to garner the bulk 

share of market premiums. At GIC Re, we are confident of putting up 

an outstanding performance for the current financial year. The 

domestic treaty renewal season has just got over with  GIC Re  playing  

a leading role as a national reinsurer by supporting, 

stabilizing  and streamlining the market- a role that 

can  only be effective with the understanding and 

cooperation of the Indian market.

Alice Vaidyan
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e often say change is for the good. Good because 

change is the nature of our reality, but is Climate 

Change for something good! Natural Catastrophes w
have been increasing in frequency and intensity over the years. 

Is Climate Change responsible for this? That is a point of 

continuing debate. May be we will never be able to arrive at the 

‘correct’ answer but let us see climate change as an 

opportunity. Let us see in it an opportunity to right things that 

are wrong. Insurance sector in India has yet to come to terms 

with the reality as far as Climate Change is concerned. The 

sector is growing at a healthy rate. Opportunities are immense. 

Penetration yet remains very low by the global standards. This 

gives us an opportunity to prove our ‘green’ credentials as we 

grow rather than try to change once the die is cast.

World has come out of the global financial meltdown, but the 

situation is still fragile. There is no room for complacency and 

profligacy. We in India emerged largely unscathed from the 

turmoil but have to ensure that we do not create a morass of 

our own making. Motor and Health are the two pillars of the 

general insurance industry contributing over 65 percent of the 

total business but both are recording losses. Top-line is being 

given importance over the bottom-line. Short term strategies 

will not work; we need to exercise, prudency and foresight. One 

shock can upset the apple cart even before it has begun its 

journey. So let us make 

our cardinal principles.

Mr. Namo Narain Meena, Hon’ble Minister of State for Finance 

while inaugurating the 4th India Rendezvous 2011 said: ‘This 

is perhaps the right time to pursue the target of creating an 

Asian Reinsurance Hub in India’. Yes, as far as the 

infrastructure for a reinsurance hub in the country is 

concerned almost everything required is in place. Above all low 

insurance penetration throws up enormous possibilities.

We now need the will to make  things happen. Let us focus on 

the larger interest of the Industry that will ensure a balanced 

growth for all stake holders rather than patch-work approach 

for short term gains.

And last but not the least, before I sign off I would like to express 

my sincere condolences to the victims of the Earthquake and 

Tsunami that hit Japan on 11 March.

Wish all of you very safe and prosperous days ahead.

risk management and sound 

underwriting skills  

his is perhaps the right time to pursue the target of creating 

an Asian Reinsurance Hub in India’ said Mr. Namo Narain 

Meena, Hon’ble Minister of State for Finance, while T
inaugurating the 4th India Rendezvous 2011 on 20th of January 

in Mumbai.  

Mr. Meena said that the new decade (2011-2020) would be a 

more challenging one as the sector would need to consolidate its 

position in the field and for that to happen we need an 

enlightened and motivated workforce. For this the Industry would 

need to upgrade technology, train employees in new skills and 

constantly innovate. 

Mr. Meena had words of appreciation for GIC Re on completion of 

an epoch creating decade from 2001 to 2010 as the Indian 

Reinsurer as well as for its initiatives in setting up several regional 

forums in various countries.

From CMD’S Desk

Yogesh Lohiya  

4TH INDIA RENDEZVOUS 
2011

Mr. Namo Narain Meena, Hon’ble Minister of State for  Finance inaugurates 

the 4th India Rendezvous 2011 

Mr Yogesh Lohiya, Chairman-cum-Managing Director, GIC Re, in 

his Welcome Address said that the Indian Insurance Sector will 

have to work even harder to sustain the momentum that has been 

created and also to expand further. There is still a long way to 

cover and bring more and more people under the cover of 

insurance. The years ahead will be crucial for the players in the 

sector as new international accounting norms are put in place, 

new business opportunities and challenges emerge, effects of 

global warming become known more vividly, measures to mitigate 

them are worked out in right earnest and the industry matures 

from the current transitory phase to that of consolidation. The 

Indian insurance industry is therefore on an exciting journey 

today.

The Rendezvous held from 19th to 21st January 2011 was 

attended by over 450 delegates from 29 countries. The three-day 

rendezvous with the theme “Energising the Vibrant Indian 
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Insurance Market” primarily looked at 2011 

renewal expectations and defining the 

Indian reinsurance vision. Organised jointly 

by Asia Insurance Review and GIC Re, the 

Rendezvous also had a distinguished panel 

of speakers who shared their assessment 

of the potential in the Indian insurance & 

reinsurance market and the challenges 

ahead in 2011.

Mr R Raghavan, General Manager, GIC Re in 

his presentation titled ‘Reinsurance-A 

Game Changer or just a Catalyst’ projected 

that only in niche areas like High Capacity 

Lines, Speciality lines can Reinsurance be a 

Game Changer. Elsewhere, current levels of 

capacity availability cannot enable 

Reinsurers to hold the driving wheel - hence 

remains a catalyst. Mr. Raghavan pointed 

out that Reinsurance Market is no longer 

session of the Rendezvous inaugural 

session said despite and in spite of myriad 

issues that can be thought of India is 

successful. Insurance portfolios have been 

developed. He said that India plays a role in 

global reinsurance, a precursor to the 

proposition for India as a Global 

Reinsurance Hub.

The other Speakers in the 4th India 

Rendezvous included, Mr. David Lightfoot, 

Managing Director of Guy Carpenter 

Analytics, Mr. Anil Arora, Dircetor Ace 

Insurance Brokers, Mr. Anup Jindal, 

Executive Director, RMSI, Mr. Dermot Dick, 

CEO of Q-Re, LLC, Mr. Gautam Mehra, 

Executive Director, Price Waterhouse 

Coopers India, Mr. Michael Blanc, Chief 

Underwriting Officer, SCOR, Mr. Praveen 

Gupta of Raheja QBE, Mr. Sanjay Kedia, 

C E O  o f  M a r s h  I n d i a ,  M r.  R a j i v  

Kumaraswami, Head of Risk & Reinsurance 

of ICICI Lombard General Insurance. 

The bilateral meetings were indeed popular 

as many delegates used the occasion to 

meet and discuss business and renewals. 

Overall, the Rendezvous served as a 

platform to espouse increased co-

operation among the players in the market - 

the insurers, the brokers and the 

reinsurers, both national and international. 

Editorial Desk

tradit ional and alternate markets 

constitute circa 20 % of the total Risk 

Transfer Market. He said that Reinsurance 

Markets are now attracting New Capital or 

are consolidating through M & As.

The Academic sessions of the Rendezvous 

began with a panel discussion on ‘India-A 

Reinsurance Hub:  Possibi l i t ies & 

Advantages’. Mr. Sujay Banerji, General 

Manager GIC Re, Mr. K K Srinivasan, 

Advisor IRDA, and Mr. R Chandrasekaran, 

Ex-General Manager GIC Re were the panel 

members. It was quite an animated 

discussion with the three panelists being 

very positive about the proposition. 

However, it was opinioned that for the 

evolution of the present Indian insurance 

market, it would require the presence of 

more than one reinsurer. 

So while the outlook for a reinsurance hub 

in the country is very positive, the 

infrastructure required is also in place: an 

active regulator, growing insurance 

companies, new products being launched 

with regularity, vast talent pool of Insurance 

and reinsurance professionals, performing 

intermediaries and ancillary service 

professionals like loss adjusters, lawyers, 

risk management professionals and above 

all low insurance penetration. All these 

throw up enormous possibilities.    

Mr. Dezider Stefunko, Head Insurance Unit, 

UNCTAD who addressed the inaugural 

Mr. Yogesh Lohiya addresses IR 2011

Mr. R. Raghavan, General Manager, 
GIC Re  addresses IR 2011

Mr. Sujay Banarji, General Manager, GIC Re speaks during the panel discussion on India - 
A Reinsurance Hub : Possibilities and Advantages at IR 2011
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IC Re completed an epoch making 
decade as the designated indian 
Reinsurer in November 2010. To G

mark this milestone a special issue of 
GIC Re was brought out in January this 
year and released by the Hon'ble Minister 
of State for Finance Mr. Namo Narain 
Meena at the India Rendezvous 
2011. In this 
special issue we 
h a d  c a r r i e d  
m e s s a g e s  
received from 
m a n y  o f  o u r  
b u s i n e s s  
associates and 
other dignitaries. 
We  b r ing  here  
some more.

Editorial Desk.
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GIC Re - A DECADE YOUNG

GIC ReNEWS January 2011 Issue released at India Rendezvous 2011

GIC Re
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Dear Mr. Lohiya,

Congratulations to GIC Re on completing its first decade as the 

sole Indian Reinsurer. Amlin and GIC Re have developed and 

shared a strong partnership that has endured many devastating 

events including the catastrophic Mumbai floods in 2005.  It has 

always been a pleasure  and worthwhile experience for us to 

work with GIC Re in ensuring a rapid  and satisfying response to 

their customers in such difficult times.  This is a symbol of the 

strength of our ongoing and ever evolving relationship. It has 

been a delight to meet and work with many GIC Re 

representatives both in London and in Mumbai over these ten 

years.  Many individuals from GIC Re have been involved in this 

relationship and we recall with pleasure the professionalism, 

integrity and consistency of approach of all these individuals.  

Our relationship with GIC Re over the last decade has been to 

the mutual advantage of the two organisations and is greatly 

valued.

Best wishes for your continued success in the decades ahead.

Kind regards
Dominic  Peters
Treaty Reinsurance Underwriter
Amlin

5

GIC Re

ONGC –Oil and Natural Gas Corporation is one of Asia’s top Oil 
and Gas exploration and production Companies. Ranked 413 
in the fortune Global 500 list – the leadership of ONGC’s 
Insurance programme is much sought after by major energy 
markets.

The ONGC programme hitherto used  to be quoted and led in 
the International market. GIC Re has been providing a decent 
follow line support going up to 15% on the ONGC insurance  
package policy all along in the past.

  With a determination to lead the account, the GIC Re team of 
Mrs. Alice Vaidyan, Dy. Gen. Manager and Mr. Satyendra  
Sharma, Asst. Manager, attended the presentation to 
underwriters in London,  and accordingly  GIC-Re quoted the 
risk.

The GIC  Re quote was the lowest , securing GIC Re the 
leadership of this prestigious account for the first time.  It is a 

matter of pride to us that  GIC Re lead has been well accepted by 
the international energy markets and the placement is 
complete.

 Editorial Desk.

GIC Re SECURES LEADERSHIP OF 
ONGC INSURANCE PACKAGE POLICY
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amaste,  greeted the Front Office 
clerk at the hotel we were put up, as Nwe were checking in! It did surprise 

me but only partly as it is not unusual to 
expect a multilingual greeting in a truly 
international tourist destination like Rio.

It did not sink in  me  at that time that there 
was a huge 'Indophilia' raging in Brazil,untill 
we bumped into a real manifestation two 
days later when we were doing the rounds in 
the nine storied complex of the Corporate 
HQ of IRB –the 70 year old  National 
Reinsurer of Brazil. Mr.Leanardo Paixao, 
the CEO was taking us around the building , 
when a young lady employee rushed and 
greeted us “Are you from India ?'For the next 
few minutes, she went on describing the 
time she spent in one of India's pilgrimage 
centres, revealed that her spiritual name 
was “ Man Mohini” and invited us to a small 
temple in her area of residence! We were 
awestruck at the fascination Brazilian 
denizens had for India. Whilst one can 
politically attribute it to the same bracket 
we are closeted in viz., BRIC, what perhaps 
was a catalyst was a Soap Opera on the 
Prime time Television serial which ran for 7 
months continuously, a year ago  which 
apparently was a craze  in Brazil to the 
extent traffic was nil on roads when telecast 
was on !.The storyline apparently revolved 
around an Indian Expat family which had 
migrated three generations earlier to Brazil, 
and which was trying to rediscover its Indian 
links!

BLAME IT ON RIO

Don't think this "Kal Aaj aur Kal" is the only 
one which  shapes  a nation's affection to 
another. There was then  this great 
gentleman, Mohandas Karamchand- 
whose unpatented invention of the 
nonviolent technique, "Satyagraha" was 
the title captioned by the Brazilian Police 
establishment for code naming their crack 
down operations on the local mafia gangs!

Talking of Mohandas, the travel agency 
owner who helped me fix a taxi to the tourist 
attraction did not fail to mention that the 
grand dad of his wife was once the Governor 
of Goa and was very friendly with the same 
Mr. Gandhi!

Blame it on Rio –the Michael Cain –Demy 

Moore movie of the same name released in 
the late Eighties was certainly not off the 
mark. The city which is going to host the 
2014 World Cup Soccer and 2016 Olympics 
fully deserves the charming adage! With its 
iconic beaches, abutting hills and the close 
by amazing rain forests it is a 'triple sundae 
treat'. You get carried away by the bubbling 
enthusiasm -it is ubiquitous. be it the 
legendary carnival where Samba Floats 
peak, or white sands, Eating places or even 
the work place. ( One of the reasons 
attributed for the not so great penetration  
of Life insurance is pointedly is the “Happy 
go Lucky' attitude of the Brazilians who 
refuse to die!-But the employees of IRB still 
glued to their Desktops when we visited 
them close to the end of the day on a Friday 
was a sharp study in contrast)

The city is but one Big Beach as I realized 
with my eyeballs almost popping out every 
second and every meter, when a Rio person 
passed me in beach attire. This is the 
Epitome of Cheer –in the here and now! 
Hardly came across a pout or drooping face.

Nearly 20,000 kilometers away by flight 
(circa 22 hours of flying time from Mumbai) 
Brazil is in the “Other World” Before the 
“Continental Drift' materialized, South 
America was  part of that large land mass 
umbilical with Africa. You can see the mix 
even today in the pot pourri ethnics - the 
original “Inca 'looking natives, North African 
descendants, European Catholics, Blonde 
Caucasians -this is an incredible 
anthropological 'kichdi'.

Brazil is the largest country in Latin America 
and is the “Rising Star. Endowed with 
abundant natural resources- Oil and Gas, 

BRAZIL RENDEZVOUS

At IRB H.O with President Mr.Paixao

Meeting with Insurance regulatory team

"

"
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Sugar, Coffee, and Minerals, other Agri 
produce, the country is a role model for the 
rest of Latin America. High Inflation, 
political instability etc are all history (One of 
the smoothest transition in electoral history 
took place last year when Signoritta Dilma 
Roussef succeeded the popular and most 
effective Signor.Lulla Da Silva as President.

Expected to have larger Oil /Gas reserves 
than Qatar, Brazil has its own modern day 
pieces of pride-“Embraer -' the world's most 
successful manufacturer of mid size 
Aircraft.

Their Itau Bank figures in the World's 
largest 15 banks (our SBI does not) which I 
grinned and bore,when their Head of 
Insurance mentioned smilingly.

And of course the passion for Soccer 
engrained in their DNA- for them soccer is 
the Samba on the field- after all this is the 
land of the Black Pearl “Pele” they are 
expecting to rule the world in the 2014 Cup.

If you look at the common denominators 
between Brazil and India, there is  aplenty: 
the delayed launch of  economic 
liberalization, the huge inequities between 
the rich and the indigent, a raring to go 
middle class, political and financial 
stability, darlings of the emerging 
marketbound investors, and so on! Among 
the BRIC, while China is obviously the big 
daddy but an enigma behind the Bamboo 
curtain, and Russia is permanently in a 
state of flux, India and Brazil  present the 
dizygotic twins of the future of the world. 
One can do a PhD thesis on the identical 
characteristics across political, economic, 
cultural evolutionary histories of both 
nations, US $ 50 billion is the outlay for the 
Infra sector in the next three years. Brazil 
shares the same agony as us in the infra 
area.

And of course there is a growing realization 
of the weakness that is not just hardcore 

Civil Structure –on the softer side, they 
need English- how else can you extend the 
warmth they are used to hand out in 
Portugese,if you can't speak the language 
of the World  to teeming millions arriving for 
World Cup and Olympics ?

Which brings home the point: there is a 
huge sync and synergy possible between 
the two nations.  We can supply them all our 
mindwares in IT, Pharma, Oil and Gas, 
Education  including English ,Healthcare  
and Financial services ( Insurance and 
Reinsurance ,included of course).Brazil has 
natural resources, huge arable area for our  
food security, and a recently opened up 
economy facing similar transit ion 
challenges. Take IRB for example-It was the 
sole reinsurer for close to 70 years ( has run 
off offices in London and New York even 
now)The market opened up for reinsurance 
in 2007 and from almost a 95 %, IRB 
market share dropping down to 36 % last 
year, IRB with a staff strength of almost 450 
people is battling out against 7 local 
reinsurers( which includes the likes of 
Munch Re and who are entitled to 40% 
preferential placement),25 Admittel 
reinsurers( branches trading on Parent 
capital and entitles to 50%) And eventual 
reinsurers numbering 64 who are to do with 
the leftover.

 Do we have a lesson for GIC Re here?

IRB's CEO is very keen to follow the GIC Re' 
model  of reducing dependency on the local 
market and stepping beyond the Copa 
Cabana. He expressed an explicit interest to 

work with GIC Re for enhancing mutual 
interests.(they are acquiring SAP license for 
a start!)

It somehow nagged me- Mumbai and Rio 
also having some commonalities – the 
dimensions not withstanding!     (Our 
population of 20 million against theirs of 3 
million!- for instance)

¡Rio has its world-famous ‘Copa Cabana” 
the huge 4 km arc of a silver white beach 
& promenade; we have an equally 
famous “Marine Drive” ,the only 
deficiency –you can’t sunbathe or play 
beach volley ball over here.

¡Mumbai was once a Portuguese 
settlement gifted later to the English as a 
dowry- Rio is Portuguese still – by the 
lingua franca.

¡Mumbai is blessed with the combo of sea 
and hill abutting each other –same with 
Rio; of course the legendary “Sugar Loaf ‘ 
and ‘Corcovado’(where the city symbol of 
Christ ,the Redeemer ‘is located) sets Rio 
apart as a wholesale scenic beauty

¡You have the Bombay High, flaring off 
unburnt gas which you can almost sniff 
from Gateway of India; One early morning 
I woke up to the ghastly sight of a huge Oil 
Rig appearing out of nowhere   in the 
Copa Cabana beach waterfront and 
being towed away! Oil is so close by.

¡Most financial behemoths prefer to 
locate in Rio rather than the commercial 
city of Sao Paulo or the administrative  
capital, Brasilia, Same here with Mumbai

¡Barak Obama with his family stayed 
longer in Rio than elsewhere in Brazil( a 
few blocks away from where we were put 
up-the previous week) Was it not same in 
Mumbai?

¡And for a little common ignominy- Rio has 
the largest Slum in Americas (remember 
Michael Jacksons’ All I want to say’s that -
They don’t really care for us’- was set in 
the backdrop of these slums). Do we still 
have one or has it been redeveloped ?

The huge oceans of Indian, and Atlantic 
apart,there is a coterminous destination 
both Brazil and India can work together 
towards .This is one discovery which is 
going to haunt me for quite some time to 
come!

If nothing else, I can only,

Blame it on Rio!

R Raghavan

BRAZIL RENDEZVOUS

Christ Statue,Corcovado- the City Symbol

Sugar Loaf Mountain
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011 began with a bang.  The decade 
of 2000s saw some events of 
unprecedented magnitude, in terms 2

of catastrophes whether natural or 
manmade, physical or financial.  However, 
with each challenge, risk management and 
financial theories and practices rose to the 
challenge.  Challenges however continue to 
face us.  Towards of the end of 2010, 
Mohamed Bouazizi, a small-time street 
vendor in Tunisia set himself on fire in 
protest against the harassment and 
humiliation by the government authorities.  
It snowballed into a major movement for 
freedom and democracy in Arab world.

The first quarter of 2011 saw more than its 
fair share of catastrophic losses, almost 
exhausting the reinsurers' budget for the 
year.  Catastrophes in the form of Cyclone 
Yasi Australia, earthquake Tohoku in Japan 
and tsunami and also in Christchurch, New 
Zealand and the political unrest in the 
Middle East and North Africa region have all 
contributed to the significant losses for the 
industry.  

A mega-earthquake, the strongest ever in 
Japan and tsunami that struck the north-
eastern coast of Japan has killed over 
10,000 people.  The country is battling a 
nuclear meltdown after an atomic plant 
north of  was affected due to 
earthquake.

In all the catastrophes in the first quarter 
were bordering on becoming a market 
changing event in its cumulative effect.  
With substantial part of the year to go, 
renewal seasons will help salvage the 
position for reinsurers to a very great extent.

Earlier the year of 2010 saw the Chilean 
earthquake (February 27, 2010) and Deep 
Water Horizon explosion (April 2010) in the 
Gulf of Mexico.  Alongside Chilean 
earthquake measuring 8.8Mw with insured 
losses estimated between USD 6-12 bln 
was windstorm Xynthia in Europe with 
about USD 3 bln in insured losses.  
Depending upon the final figures, Chilean 
earthquake has the potential to be the 2nd 
most expensive earthquake in history.  
Haitian earthquake with casualties in 
thousands also resulted in economic losses 
of about USD 8 bln but insured losses 
amounted to less than 2% of that.

Again the insured losses from Deepwater 
Horizon explosion estimated at USD 2-3 bln 
is from companies participating in DWH 
project, who bought insurance protection 
commercially.  British Petroleum owning 65 

Tokyo

INDUSTRY NEWS: Jan 2011 - Mar 2011
percent share in the well had resorted 
largely to self insurance through its captive.  
Thus, the 100% loss could be about USD 9 
bln.  Final picture is far from clear based on 
court rulings on the matter.  Three losses, 
Haitian earthquake, Chilean earthquake 
and DWH, all during the first half of 2010 
played out differently in terms of human 
cost, environment cost and insured losses 
and its impact on the reinsurance markets.  
Apart from these, there were severe 
weather and flooding events in the United 
States and Australia.  The Q1 2010 was the 
worst ever first quarter in terms of losses 
from natural perils.    However the rest of 
the year did prove to be benign in relative 
terms and thus, overall, 2010 did not turn 
out to be as disastrous as feared during the 
first half of 2010.

It can be said to be a little quirk of the 
reinsurance industry that losses and claims 
per se do not result into immediate 
hardening but resulting payouts causing 
reduced capital availability could lead to 
hardening of rates.  Thus, it is the 
sufficiency of capital to absorb the losses 
together with capital position thereafter, 
rather than the magnitude of the losses 
which influence the rating trends.

Insurance and reinsurance markets in 
general remains overcapitalized during last 
half a decade and rates thus continue to 
soften.   Competitive market conditions 
were further worsened on account of 
recessionary trends world over last couple 
of years.  Though the recession is now 
behind us, the recovery has so far not 
inspired confidence.  A catastrophic year 
soaking up excess capacity has been 
historically followed by reinfusion of capital 
in the reinsurance market, whether by 
capital, bonds or alternative risk transfer 
vehicles.  Thus sizable capital inflows 
materialized after significant hurricane 
losses in 2005.  This was followed by some 
drying up of liquidity owing to financial 
crises and easing of liquidity due to 
government action world over to support 
economies.  With abundant liquidity, unless 
there is any market changing event, market 
is unlikely to move significantly from its 
softening trend.  This scenario is likely to 
continue in 2011.

Insurance and reinsurance markets 
periodically experience surprises whether 
in terms of the magnitude of losses and 
fallibility of underlying assumptions and 
model algorithms, the accumulation 
dimension of major events or the peripheral 

peril causing un-envisaged losses.  Aviation 
market in February 2010 saw Dulles Jet 
Centre loss, the largest General Aviation 
loss to date involving collapse of hangar 
following severe snowstorm at about USD 
240M.  In June 2010, airline market saw 
spares loss at the Saudi Airlines' hangar 
(hangar fire) at about USD 275M, again the 
largest loss to date on the hull side.  

Specialties lines of business tend to follow 
their own trends but are significantly 
influenced by the larger reinsurance market 
trends.  Aviation markets have been seeing 
softening trend since 2002 barring 
hardening for a brief period but 2010 is 
expected to be the fourth year running when 
underwriters will lose money.  While 2009 
had seen catastrophic loss in Air France 
airliner crash, 2010 incurred losses, with 
no catastrophic loss, are likely to be 
marginally below 2009 losses at upwards 
of USD 2bln with lead premium below USD 
2bln. Similarly, offshore energy class also 
does not present a positive picture over the 
last decade.   

Recovery is slow and painful.  To take a 
measure as indicative of the situation, 
airline passenger traffic is 5% above, and 
freight is at par with pre-financial crisis 
levels.  Growth in Europe is likely to be 
anaemic due to emphasis on budgetary 
cuts.  U.S. is likely to go for another round of 
liquidity boost.  Asian economies are seen 
as a beacon of hope yet again.  Concerns on 
global macro-economic and structural 
imbalances together with re-assessment of 
sovereign risk are going to put pressure on 
risk management practices.  With vague 
recovery from the financial turmoil, 
investment returns have showed some 
improvement.  There is some respite from 
loss reserve releases.  Investment climate 
continues to be chal lenging and 
implementation of Solvency II alongside 
Basel III will bring further pressure in terms 
of capital management, risk assessment 
and underwriting discipline.  Regulatory 
measures to counter the possibility of yet 
another financial crisis is yet to play out fully 
and will have its own repercussions on 
business processes of risk carriers.  With 
apprehensions on double-dip recession 
refusing to go away and projected record oil 
demand in 2011, 2011 may well present us 
with a surprise which we hope will not be too 
demanding. 

Hitesh Joshi

INDUSTRY NEWS
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GIC Re IS AGGRESSIVE BUT MODERATELY
IC Re is moderately aggressive and aims to achieve 
a 50:50 split between its domestic and 
international business during the current year G

itself” said Mr. Yogesh Lohiya, Chairman-cum-Managing 
Director talking to Greg Dobie, Managing Editor, Insurance 
Day during his visit to our UK Branch earlier this month.

In his discussion with Greg, Mr. Lohiya touched upon a 
number of issues including the impact of recent natural 
disasters on GIC Re and its future expansion plans. Their 
discussion revolved round the India story and GIC Re’s role 
in India’s progress. Mr. Lohiya said that it would be safe to 
assume that by 2020 the Indian sub-continent would be 
the Reinsurance Hub of this part of the globe. It has the 
potential to leave behind the other two Reinsurance Hubs in 
this region, Dubai and Singapore.

On a question about the key drivers for the Indian insurance 
industry, Mr. Lohiya said that after detariffication in early 
2007 the price war amongst the insurers has seen the 
corporates benefitting the most. The retail commercial and 
personal lines for individuals have not seen much of an 
impact. And that is where from the actual growth and 
penetration will come for the sector. Hence the retail lines 
with innovative distribution channels will actually provide 
the momentum to the industry in the coming days.  

Mr. Lohiya said “GIC Re’s Kuala Lumpur office is up and 
running”.  He said that sheer economics played a role in GIC 
Re opting for Malaysia over Singapore as a location for its 
third branch office overseas. He, however, clarified that as 
of now no further offices are planned in Asia.  GIC Re’s also 
looking forward to upgrade its presence in Brazil by way of a 
local office there (GIC Re was granted the status of an 
eventual reinsurer in Brazil in 2008). As regards South 
Africa, Mr. Lohiya said GIC Re is exploring Mauritius route in 
view of the complexities involved with the regulations in 
South Africa.  For Retakaful business, GIC Re would utilize 
its Dubai Branch as well as Malaysian Branch.  

CMD also emphasized on the great potential for the micro-
insurance products in India. As per UNDP, Micro Insurance, 
is a US $ 2 billion opportunity in India and the current reach 
is only 5 million people or only 2 percent of the target group. 

LONDON SPEAKS

Mr. Yogesh Lohiya addresses business associates at a reception in 
London.

Mr. Sujay Banarji, General Manager & Mr. P K Bhagat, Deputy General 
Manager (extreme right)in interaction with consortium of brokers in 
London.

(L-R) Mr  Henry Keeling, President & CEO, Guy Carpenter & Company 
Ltd, Mr  Sanjay Kedia, CEO Marsh India, Yogesh Lohiya, CMD GIC Re

Hence the possibilities that this sector offers is for anyone 
to see. The guidelines of Insurance Regulatory and 
Development Authority of India also make it mandatory for 
the primary insurers to issue a certain percentage of 
policies of their total annual business for this sector.

Greg Dobie also popped up a question about the Nuclear 
Insurance Pool in India.  Mr. Lohiya said that the plans for 
establishing the Pool were now on the verge of being 
finalized.  French Nuclear Insurance Pool which has 
provided technical support is most likely to offer 
reinsurance support too for the Pool.  GIC Re is hopeful to 
have the Pool operationalized very soon. 

During Mr. Lohiya’s visit to UK, the London branch 
organised a reception on 14th April for our business 
associates. This reception, in fact, is an annual affair and 
provides 

”
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LONDON SPEAKS

GIC Re an opportunity to interact with its business partners 
in an informal atmosphere. It is also an occasion to say 
“Thank You” to all the supporters of GIC Re.

Neither the unusual time of the year for holding such a 
reception nor the Easter vacation deterred well-wishers of 
GIC Re in thronging to the event.  “It is good that GIC Re 
chose to hold the event this time of the year rather than the 
usual November or December which are full of such 
events”, said one.  “Holding an event on a Thursday is very 
popular in London as one can get over the hangover on the 
following working day rather than wasting any holiday”, 
joked another. 

the global scene as also the key role being played by it at 
home.

Those present on the occasion included Mr. Henry Keeling 
of Guy Carpenter, Mr. Dominic  Christian of Aon Benfield, 
Mr. Habib Kattan and Mr. Jeremy Walker of Kiln, Mr. Mounir 
Kabban of UIB, Mr. James Vickers and Mr. Maurice Williams 
of Willis, Mr. Roger Sellek of A.M. Best and Mr. Tom Bolt 
from Lloyd’s.

During his visit CMD also held meetings with many of these 
insurance intermediaries and also with Mr. Roger Sellek, 
CEO, A.M. Best.  He also had a couple of other meetings for 
assessing the course of action in order to meet and 
overcome the Solvency II challenge.  

During his stay in London, Mr. Lohiya also met the entire GIC 
Re UK team and had an informal but 
very purposeful and morale-boosting 
tat-a-tee with the team members.  On 
a very reassuring note he bid adieu to 
the Branch and rounded of his visit to 
UK.

Mr. Sujay Banarji, General Manager 
(Reinsurance) and Mr. P K Bhagat, 
D e p u t y  G e n e r a l  M a n a g e r  
(Reinsurance) also visited the UK 
branch in connection with the 
domestic reinsurance protection of 
GIC Re.  During their visit, they had a 
busy  schedule  that  inc luded 
presentations to the London market 
and a series of meetings with 
intermediaries and underwriters.

Team GIC Re UK 

Anil Sant of GIC Re UK with Mr. Dominic Christian, Co-Chief Executive

Officer (Aon Benfield) and Mr. Colin Reen (KMD-London)

Mr. Yogesh Lohiya with Team GIC Re, UK Branch

Roger Sellek, MD, A M Best [Europe] Ltd; CMD, GIC Re; James 
Vickers, Chairman, Willis Re International & Specialty, Willis Limited.

Earlier Mr. Lohiya welcomed the guests to the reception and 
thanked them for their support to GIC Re.  He said that it 
was indeed heartening to see that almost the entire 
(re)insurance fraternity in London was present at the event 
hosted by GIC Re. He said that GIC Re looks forward to their 
continued support. In his short but crisp welcome address 
Mr. Lohiya highlighted the increasing stature of GIC Re on 
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bookings received by ESPN. It was 

further increased to  ` 45 Cr because of 

Indian team reaching the finals. 

2. Event Cancellation (Terrorism Cover). SI:  

` 577 crores. It was a CAT policy only 

covering “Entire cancellation” of 

matches due to terrorist act or threat. 

Cancellation of “Individual matches” 

was not covered.

Territorial scope of both these covers taken 

by ESPN was India, Sri lanka and 

Bangladesh.

GIC Re had provided Reinsurance support 

for both covers taken by ESPN. Indian 

Insurance industry has earned a premium 

in the range of  ̀  14 crores from this event 

and suffered one loss for which exact claim 

amount is yet to be worked out. This loss 

was due to abandonment of match 

between Srilanka and Australia played on 

5th March 2011 due to rain. Teams were 

able to play only 32.5 overs and coverage 

was provided till 75 overs. So there will be a 

claim for loss of 42.1 overs by ESPN.

GIC Re has also reinsured BCCI’s interest for 

the currently on IPL 2011 by providing 

event cancellation cover (weather and 

terrorism) for an amount of ` 713 crores. 

Sony Television (broadcaster for IPL) has 

also bought a weather cover of  ` 900 

crores from National Insurance Co. Ltd.

As stakes at risk in Cricket increase,  the 

Insurance industry will benefit from the 

increased demand for insurance and 

reinsurance. However, this would require 

due diligence on the part of insurers and 

reinsurers so that the premium charged is 

in line with the risks involved otherwise 

they could be clean bowled.

Kapil Sharma 

or cricket, insurance is not a new 

concept. London market has been 

providing insurance cover for cricket F
matches for quite a while. In India, it was in 

1993, when Board for Control of Cricket in 

India (BCCI) bought an insurance cover for 

cricket matches for the first time. For the 

1996 cricket world cup, BCCI had 

purchased a policy for its players with a 

sum insured of ` 1,000,000 per player. But 

these days, covers bought for cricket 

matches catch the media attention 

because of high sum insured policies 

bought by the stakeholders. There are 

mainly two parties whose stakes are on risk 

in a cricket match. First is the organizing 

cricket board and second is  the 

broadcaster who broadcasts these events 

live across the continents. 

Cricket board incurs expenses in organizing 

the event and expects revenue from gate 

money. Also, board gets fees from 

broadcaster in lieu of broadcasting rights 

sold. In case of cancellation / curtailment 

of event, board stands to lose this revenue 

(depending upon contract wording 

between board and broadcaster) and 

hence require insurance cover for the 

same.

The broadcaster who has paid a huge fee 

a n d  e x p e c t s  r e v e n u e  f r o m  T V  

advertisements stands to lose this revenue 

if a match get cancelled or curtailed due to 

any reason.

In the 2011 ICC Cricket World Cup held in 

the Indian sub continent (where cricket is 

second religion and cricketers are next only 

to Gods) the odds of Indian team reaching 

the final were quite high. Hence, naturally 

the sum insured for event cancellation 

policies bought by BCCI and ESPN, the 

broadcaster were high. 

Here is a brief description of tournament 

and related insurance covers bought in 

India:

The 43 day long extravaganza having 49 

matches played between 14 teams at 13 

ICC World Cup 2011:

venues. Teams were divided in to two 

groups.

Group A: Australia, Pakistan, New Zealand, 

Srilanka Zimbabwe, Canada, Kenya

Group B: India, South Africa, England, 

Bangladesh, West Indies, Netherlands, 

Ireland

1. Event cancellation (Weather cover) on 

“one ball bowled basis” : i.e Once first 

ball is bowled, Insurer is out of risk. SI 

was in the tune of  ` 130 crores. Per 

match sum insured varied from  ` 2.5 

crores to  ` 15 crores. Actually it is a all 

risk policy covering everything other 

than exclusions. It can also cover 

National mourning, non appearance of 

players.

2. Personal accident cover + Baggage cover 

for team and support staff with a sum 

insured of USD 500,000 per player. It 

also provided compensation for injury 

sustained by players on or off the field.

3. Overseas Travel Policy for team and 

support staff. Policy mainly to take care 

of hospitalization expenses

1. Event cancellation (Weather cover): 

Initial SI was  ` 600 crores which could 

increase in case revenue goes up. Loss 

cap of  ̀  200 crores was put. At inception 

of policy, Per match Maximum SI was   

` 25 crores which was increased to  ̀  35 

crores due to high advertisement 

Covers taken by BCCI:

Covers taken by the Broadcaster:

SPORTS  INSURANCE

GIC Re PROVIDES THE "EXTRA COVER"

11
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LIABILITY

he necessity for liability insurance is 

being felt more in Indian Market 

nowadays.  The period where T
traditional liability covers like public liability 

were bought to meet the statutory 

requirement rather than for its necessity is 

changing rapidly.  As the economic and 

social development takes place society 

becomes more aware of their rights and 

responsibilities.  In developed countries the 

share of liability portfolio is more even to the 

extent of 50%.  As India continues to climb 

the ladder in terms of economic 

development the share of liability portfolio 

is bound to grow.  In future, Liability 

insurance will be one of the main lines of 

insurance like Fire or marine insurance.

In recent past, surge in demand has been 

witnessed for non-traditional covers like 

Errors & Omissions and Directors & Officers 

Liability Insurances.  The growth driving 

factors are:

overall growth in Indian Economy 

Increased export of goods / services, 

demands insurance to meet contractual 

requirements

overseas acquisit ion by Indian 

companies and MNC’s star t ing 

operations in India, 

increase in exposure of IT companies 

owing to services rendered to clients of 

developed countries 

increase in number of claims.  

The recent controversies like SATYAM issue 

have also given fillip for increase in take-up 

rate of cover and companies buying higher 

limits for liability insurance particularly for 

Directors and Officers covers.

Liability are also associated with other class 

of insurance also e.g. Aviation liability, 

Motor liability etc. However the present 

focus of this article is conventional liability 

covers. This Covers are generally classified 

as 

Casualty Lines and

Financial lines.

¢

¢

¢

¢

¢

¢

¢

CASULTY Lines: It involves coverage for 

third party property damage and body 

injury.  Some of the standard coverage’s 

falling under this group are:

Public liability {Act only, Industrial and 

Non Industrial) 

Product liability 

General third party liability  

Commercial General Liability 

Clinical trials Insurance.

  It deals with coverage 

of losses which are financial in nature.   

Some of the standard coverage’s falling 

under this group is:

Professional Indemnity including Errors 

and Omissions covers

Directors and Officers liability 

Employment Practice Liability Insurance

Crime Insurance 

Public offering securities Insurance.

Understanding the fundamentals will help 

in assessing the necessity of these covers.  

Liability suits may arise due to Contract, 

Common Law, Statutory law or by Tort.

– Contract is an 

agreement enforceable by Law.  When the 

two parties enter into contract they acquire 

rights as well as obligations.  If one party 

breaches the contractual terms resulting in 

loss to the other he is liable for loss.  IT 

companies failure to adhere to given time 

schedule for completion of given project / 

assignment may call for damages / 

compensation / cancellation of contract.

 – This is the law of the land 

based on customs and on final judgments / 

decisions awarded in courts.  These are not 

defined or codified nevertheless it forms 

the basis of the law. 

 – These are well defined and 

codified laws for e.g. Public Liability 

Insurance Act 1991, Companies Act 1956, 

Workman compensation Act 1923 etc.

¢

¢

¢

¢

¢

¢

¢

¢

¢

¢

FINANCIAL lines:  

Contractual liability 

Common law

Statutory Law

Tort 

Rajesh Khadatare & Joseph Balaji

– Tort is civil wrong.  It is imposed by 

Law.  In a civil society everyone owes a duty 

towards others.  If duty towards others is 

breached then the party who has suffered 

the loss has the right to claim for 

compensation / damages.  The law upholds 

certain rights both personally and in 

respect of property.  Infringement will result 

in the wrong doer (tort teaser) to pay 

damages to the victim.  However one 

should be aware of the difference between 

crime and tort.  Under Tort the remedy is 

compensation by the civil court whereas 

under crime it is punishment of the wrong 

doer by a criminal court.  Some of the 

situations where the tort could arise are :

o Trespass: It is an act which is 

intentional. If it is not intentional then it 

comes under negligence.  Trespass may 

be towards land, goods or even persons.

o Nuisance: This is a wrong done to a 

person by unlawfully disturbing him in 

the enjoyment of his property thereby 

affecting his rights. Nuisance may be 

public, private. It may be statutory also 

e.g. using loud speakers during late 

night, bursting of fire crackers after the 

stipulated time etc.

o Negligence: This is the most frequent 

cause of action under which the tort 

liability arises.  Negligence arises when 

damage is caused to others by a person 

whose behavior falls below a standard 

of care as fixed by law. Negligence is 

absence of this due care.  

Essential elements of Negligence are:

existence of duty to take care, 

breach of such duty, 

resulting damage to the other party.

There is another term called as strict 

liability.  On this basis many claims 

especially product liability claims has been 

decided.  Strict liability arises without 

negligence.  The defendant can be liable for 

damage even though he may not have done 

things intentionally or negligently.

¢

¢

¢

LIABILITY INSURANCE - A SNAPSHOT
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usiness Risk: It is a type of 

unsystematic risk, which is Breflected in the variability of the 

firm's earnings, which in turn may affect 

the public perception of the stock and its 

price. Some businesses are riskier than 

others. To mitigate this risk, it is advisable 

to invest in companies engaged in different 

lines of business.

Examples: A strike could divert demand 

from the firm to a competitor; change in 

technology could bring down consumer 

demand for a particular product.

There are four sub categories of business 

risk:

a) Management: This kind of risk arises 

from management's inability to handle 

change or failure to adapt to changing 

competitive conditions.

b) Regulatory : Resulting from changes in 

the law  ( tax breaks for multi nationals, 

enforcing anti dumping rule )

c) Product obsolescence: Resulting from 

shifting demand or changes in 

consumer tastes and preferences. 

Technological or innovation risk can 

make a company's products or 

processes no longer state of the art. 

(example is Computer hardware)

d) Financial : Resulting from the mix of 

debt and equity by a firm to raise 

capital. Over leveraging of balance 

sheet will lead to greater risk. Earnings 

volatility increases, as fixed costs do 

not decline when sales decline, leaving 

less for profits.

Country Risk: This is a typical risk where a 

country fails to honour its financial 

commitments. When a country defaults, it 

can harm the performance of all other 

financial instruments in that country, as 

well as other countries with which it has a 

relation. This condition was mostly 

observed in emerging markets or countries 

with a severe deficit in budget. Its 

components include foreign taxation, 

political instability, currency fluctuation, 

regulatory and liquidity risks and different 

financial standards. We have seen the 

events like the Asian Crisis ( in the 90s and 

Latin America crisis (In the 80s).During the 

recent economic down turn we have seen 

such developments in the PIIGS nations. 

That is the reason why high sovereign 

rating commands such a high premium.

Liquidity Risk:This refers to the ease of 

converting an asset to cash without 

significant loss of principal value.

Timing Risk: Investors run the risk of 

investing when security prices hit their 

peak  or of selling at a loss during a market 

down turn.

Credit or default risk: This risk means that  

a company  or government will be unable 

to pay the contractual interest or principal 

Few other types of risks that may 

affect investment decisions are  given 

below:

INVESTMENT RISK

In one of the earlier issues we had discussed the types of Systematic Risk. In this issue we will look into the various types of 
Unsystematic Risk. Unsystematic Risk is defined as that type of risk which arises from factors unique or typical to an individual 
firm.

                                

on its debt obligations. That is why rating of 

bonds plays such an important factor in 

investment decision making.

Industry or sector risk: This risk is related 

to uncertainties caused by  particular 

features of the industry or sector in which a 

company operates.

Asset class Risk: Different assets are 

expected to produce different returns over 

different time period and thus is exposed 

to risk. It is a risk that is generated from 

allocating a disproportionate amount to 

any major asset class ( e.g stocks, bonds, or 

cash)

Having discussed various types of risks that 

may affect an investment portfolio,  it is 

necessary that we may throw some light 

on the ways and means available for 

Investment Risk Management since 

financial markets tend to be both 

competitive and highly efficient(prices 

adjust very rapidly to new information). 

Investors are rewarded for bearing 

systematic risk that cannot be diversified 

away. However, not all risk is rewarded. 

Given that risk can never be eliminated, 

there are some strategies that may help 

manage investment risk:

a) Diversification to balance the overall 

risk

b) Asset allocation to determine how 

much to invest in each asset class

c) Professional management who makes 

investment decisions based on careful 

analysis and thorough research.

Divers i f icat ion should a lways be 

considered as a risk reduction strategy. It is 

not used to enhance returns

.Satyajit Tripathy

INVESTMENT
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e recently came across a 
survey study conducted by the WNational Science Foundation 

of United States of America, to investigate 
women engineers' experiences in 
technical workplaces. We would like to 
share with our readers some of the 
findings of the American study. They are 
real eye openers not only for us but also for 
the organisation that conducted the 
survey study. According to its findings 
women comprise more than 20% of 
engineering school graduates in America 
but only 11 percent of the practicing 
engineers are women! Also, over 45 
percent of the respondents did not work as 
an engineer after obtaining their 
engineering degree or left  their  
engineering job with in the first 5 years of 
joining. Indeed surprising, especially as the 
common perception is that with the kind of 
academic, economic, social and employee 
freedom that is prevalent in the American 
society, there should not be any gender 
gap in such areas.

These findings spurred us to explore our 
own domain here at GIC Re. We are a small 
organisation (by numbers)! We are just 442 
and almost all of us are located here in 
Mumbai at the head Office. Just a handful 
are at the 3 overseas branches. It is indeed 
heartening to note that nearly half of the 
officers at GIC Re are women! And even 
more heartening is the fact that we are 
present not only in the 'traditional female 
areas' like secretarial and HR and 
personnel! In fact our investment 
department is headed by a woman 
General Manager who also happens to be a 

Director on the Company Board. The 
Marine and Aviation portfolios are taken 
care of by a lady Deputy General Manager 
who also doubles up as the Editor of this 
journal. Our Retrocession division, 
Property Reinsurance, IT group, Company 
Secretarial, Learning Academy and Finance 
are all looked after by women functional 
heads! 

It is our intention only to highlight how 
inclusive and gender sensitive our 
organisation is.  It goes to the credit of the 
management that we have had this 
distinction, though not recognised by any 
external agency as yet. At times it is 
necessary to recapitulate your strengths to 
be recognised!

Any organisation can be inclusive, 
employee friendly, 'the' place to work in, 
and gender sensitive provided it takes care 
of the following areas:

· Clear, visible and transparent paths for 
advancement for all

· Opportunities for substantial training 
and professional development

· Clear work goals and relevance of 
individual tasks to the big picture

· Creation of an organisational culture 
that values employees' contributions

· A culture that respects all

· Supportive network of colleagues, 
supervisors and mentors

The man/woman ratio is unique to GIC Re 
among all the insurance companies (life as 
well as non-life) in India and possibly in 
much of the known corporate insurance 
world. The absence of a glass ceiling 
further incentivises our lady employees to 
chip in that extra that matters-and gives us 
the winning edge. 

It has always been a roller coaster ride in 
life for working women; they often have to 
juggle office and household chores. To 
bring some comfort to its women 
employees who are constantly seeking to 
find a balance between both, home and 
office, a system of lunch on the house for 
the employees of the Corporation has 
been put in place from March 2009. This 
not only makes the life a wee bit easier for 
the women employees but also for the 
women family members of the male-
employees of the Corporation! 

Jayashree Prabhu & Sneha Nair

GIC Re - A GENDER INCLUSIVE ORGANISATION

GENDER 

As a part of its ongoing efforts to further 
empower the women employees of the 
Corporation, GIC Learning Academy 
organized a workshop on 'Emotional 
Intelligence' for them on the occasion of 
the International Women's Day this 
year. The workshop was conducted by 
Mrs. Gopa Ray, Executive Director 
[Inspection], Life Insurance Corporation 
of India. 
EQ Competencies that Correlate to 
Workplace Success
?S o c i a l  C o m p e t e n c i e s  —  

Competencies that Determine How 
We Handle Relationships

?Intuition & Empathy-- Our awareness 
of others' feelings, needs, and 
concerns. 

?P e r s o n a l  C o m p e t e n c i e s  —  
Competencies that Determine How 
We Manage Ourselves

?Self Awareness--Knowing one's 
internal  states,  preferences,  
resources, and intuitions. 

?Self Regulation--Managing one's 
internal states, impulses, and 
resources. 

?Self Expectations and Motivation. 
Mrs. Ray said that many organizations 
focus their selection criteria and 
training programs on hard skills (e.g., 
t e c h n i c a l  e x p e r t i s e ,  w o r k i n g  
ex p e r i e n c e ,  e d u c a t i o n ,  e t c . ) .  
Assessment of emotional intelligence 
should also be taken in as a criteria 
mainly because of the extreme 
competition that we face today. 
The response of the participants to this 
workshop has been excellent and the 
Learning Academy plans to have more 
of these for both men and women 
employees of the Corporation in the 
near future.
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HAPPENINGS

A.M. Best Co. reaffirmed in February 2011, the Financial 
Strength Rating of A-(Excellent) and the Issuer Credit Rating 
of 'A-' of General Insurance Corporation of India (GIC Re) 
(India). The outlook for both ratings is stable.  The ratings 
reflect GIC Re's strong risk-adjusted capitalization, improved 
expense ratio and strong market presence. As mentioned by 
A. M. Best Co. in the rating rationale, GIC Re's strong 
capitalization, as measured by Best's Capital Adequacy Ratio 
(BCAR), has further strengthened in fiscal year 2009-10.

The rating committee of Credit Analysis & Research Ltd. 
(CARE) has, after completion of yearly surveillance in March 
2011, reaffirmed the CARE AAA (In) [triple A] Claims Paying 
Ability (CPA) rating to General Insurance Corporation of India 
(GIC Re).

Insurers with the above rating have the highest financial 
strength to meet policyholders' obligations. The impact of any 
adverse business & economic factors on the claims paying 
ability is minimal.  As mentioned in the rating rationale, this 
rating reflects GIC Re's status in the Indian insurance 
industry as national reinsurer, strong solvency position, low 
operating leverage, adequate liquidity and good profitability.

Chairman-cum-Managing Director Mr. Yogesh Lohiya visited 
the Sultanate of Oman in January on the invitation of the 
Muscat chapter of the Institute of Chartered Accountants of 
India (ICAI).

The highlight of Mr. Lohiya's visit was his address to the 
members of the Muscat chapter of the institute and top 
insurance professionals of Oman on the role of insurance in 
risk management.  During his visit to Oman Mr. Lohiya had a 
meeting with Mr. Anil Wadhwa, Indian Ambassador to the 
Sultanate of Oman. He also had extensive discussion with HE 
Yahya Al Jabri, Executive President Capital Market Authority of 
Oman on the developments in the global insurance markets 
and how Oman could exploit its potential in this area.

HAPPENINGS

Update- Credit Rating

Training on Agricultural 

Reinsurance
A three day training programme on Agricultural Reinsurance 

was recently conducted for the benefit of the officers dealing 

with the Agriculture reinsurance in the Corporation.  The 

programme held  

from the 18th to 

20th of April, 2011 

was conducted by 

Mr. Colin Packham, 

a n  e x - A g r i  R e  

underwriter from 

Swiss Re, Australia. 

T h i s  i n t e n s i v e   

training programme covered the basics of Agricultural 

insurance and reinsurance as well as the finer nuances which 

distinguish this field from the traditional lines of business.

The group of 10 officers attending the course got an excellent, 

f i r s t - h a n d  

experience in 

this emerging 

a r e a  o f  

reinsurance.

The 1st Climate Change Summit for Asia's Insurance Industry 
was held in Singapore in January. The Summit focussed on the 
very vital issue of climate change and an adequate response to it 
from the insurance industry that is in line with the size of the 
threat.
The two-day summit that had more than 150 delegates was also 
addressed by Mr. Yogesh Lohiya, CMD GIC Re.
In his address 'India Story on Climate Change From An Insurance 
Perspective', Mr. Lohiya said that while climate change poses 
material threats, it also presents enormous opportunities for 
innovative, positive and proactive 
solutions. He said that we should 
initiate wide-ranging consultative 
process for developing appropriate 
range of risk transfer/sharing 
instruments and convert the 
challenges into an opportunity for 
holistic disaster risk management. 
Mr. Lohiya said that in the years to 
come,  the  g lobal  sc ient i f ic  
community and insurance fraternity 
will have to work collaboratively in 
new ways to address climate change 
challenges.

1st Climate Change Summit for Asia

"Oman Insurance Market has 
potential & GIC Re can help"
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REPUBLIC DAY

Come 26th January, the Republic Day of India and a spark of 

patriotic fervour lights up in the hearts of all Indians.  26th January 

is a day to remember and honour our heroes. It is a day to renew 

our pledge to protect and cherish our nation. We at GIC Re also 

celebrate this very pious occasion with usual aplomb and 26 

January 2011 was no different.

The Day at GIC Re began with lighting of lamp by Mr. Yogesh Lohiya, 

Chairman-cum-Managing Director and other senior executives. 

Mr. Lohiya was also presented a smart guard of honour by the 

REPUBLIC DAY 2011

team of our security personnel. This 

was followed by hoisting of the 

National Flag by Mr. Lohiya and singing 

of national anthem by all present. Later 

Mr. Lohiya addressed the executives 

and other staff members present on 

the occasion.  General Managers A K 

Roy and Sujay Banarji also spoke on the 

occasion.
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